
Thomas Grissen, COO MAXIMUS

Unless you’ve read Smart Videoconferencing, the results of your next 
videoconference will either be 1) memorable, 2) without impact, or 3) so bad 

it is now a part of your legacy. This handbook guarantees your results. A 

“must” read for every executive.
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Paul Spierings, Technical Services Manager, Amsterdam British Telecom

With this book the authors have been able to create the perfect guide on 

how, when, and for what to use videoconferencing. Smart 

Videoconferencing clearly states all shortcomings people have encountered 
using any method of conferencing. If I had had this book 5 years ago, I might 

have had a positive attitude towards videoconferencing. If you don’t read this 
book, you may be “oversold” on VC capabilities and not experience the 

benefits of this new technology. 

B. Joseph Pine and James H Gilmore, Authors The Experience Economy

All work is theatre. Unfortunately, too many workers behave no differently on 
stage than in their private lives. Smart Videoconferencing literally puts a 
spotlight on such poor performances. This book provides many invaluable tips 
for those interested in doing better. We hope many executives and managers 
will read this book in an effort to strengthen their remote acts, and in the 
process learn to craft more engaging face-to-face performances as well.

Jim Kouzes, Author Leadership Challenge

Smart Videoconferencing is so full of wit and wisdom, it should be read by 
every executive whether or not they ever use video conferencing. Janelle 
Barlow, Peta Peter, and Lewis Barlow have compiled not only the most 
intelligent and most readable book on this subject, they’ve also brought 
together the most extraordinarily useful set of tips on public appearance 
etiquette I’ve ever read. This book may also be one of the funniest business 
books in recent memory. Many of the stories that accompany each of the 
authors’ dozens of tips are so hilarious they’ll make you laugh out loud. And 
the pronunciation guide at the end of the book is alone worth the price of 
purchase. I know you’ll love this book as much as I did!



Grant D. Meldrum, Senior Vice President The Zimmerman Agency

A significant contribution to the world of communication. The book is cogent, 
informed, and very readable. A must for all business people. 

Nigel Roberts, General Manager Great Eagle Hotel, HK

Smart Videoconferencing, very enjoyable to read with its amusing anecdotes 
to illustrate its points, dispels the myths and technical complexity of VC in a 

user friendly guide. This book will make a busy executive’s life immensely 
easier and less stressful.

Karen Lam, President Compass International

If your company uses videoconferencing or is considering this technology, 

read this book! Smart Videoconferencing gives executives all the tools they 

need to look and sound their best in this new medium. It offers practical tips 

on how to make the camera your friend. It also gives excellent advice on 

when and how to use video technology as a strategic communication tool.

Niall Murray, Director of Training and Development Venetian Resort, Casino

Smart Videoconferencing is simple, practical, and timely. Janelle Barlow, 
Lewis Barlow and Peta Peter take you step by step through the do’s and 
don’ts of this powerful media. If you want to master videoconferencing, you 
must read this book.

Ruth Ann Lake, Partner, Milan, Italy Focus Consultants

A highly practical manual for the “hands on” type of manager. This slender 

volume contains loads of practical information on how to prepare for and 

conduct videoconferences. A series of short and easy-to-access chapters will 

allow the clever reader to put their best foot forward and create “bella figure” 

the next time they hit the airwaves. Particularly useful for international readers 

is the glossary of commonly mispronounced words in English.
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Jane Devries, HR Info Systems Administrator, Ontario Canada John Deere Credit

Through their helpful hints, the authors draw your attention to the many 
potential pitfalls of videoconferencing. It’s essential to manage the image and 

message you portray. Using this book as a guide, you can get the results 
you’re looking for.

Leon Enriquez, Editor I.T. Times, Singapore

 This book will make a significant impact to virtual meetings. This user-
friendly book is practical, yet unique. The authors have done a marvelous job 

with useful tips and ideas to help you make your virtual meetings—just as 
good, if not better than—a face-to-face encounter. This book is welcome help 

in the light of how many corporations now want to use VC as a way to not 
travel and yet discuss business issues proactively.

Imad Elias, Corporate Vice President, Dubai Rotana Hotels

In a society with such rapid and demanding changes taking place, Smart 
Videoconferencing is a very useful tool. As both a ready reference and a 
checklist in a corporate environment, this book will help gain “that 
competitive edge.” Provides the essential fundamentals to maximize 
videoconferencing opportunities, whilst stimulating thought for real-time 
application...one of those “must-haves” in the Executive library!

Craig Dinsell, Executive Vice President Oppenheimer Funds

This book provides unique and pragmatic insight into communication using 
videoconferencing. In today’s world where many are trying to define new 

strategies to deal with geographic separation and time sensitive issues, 

Smart Videoconferencing is essential reading.

Jennifer Wimmer, Events Coordinator Pioneer Investment

I didn’t realize how much I didn’t know about videoconferencing etiquette. I 

went from clueless to confident in one plane ride!
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